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1 Introduction

An understanding of the exactly solvable Schrodinger equations

H\i>) = E\1>) (1)

with the various one-dimensional (i = —1, 0) or three-dimensional {(. ~ 0, 1, ...)

"radial" Hamiltonians

H = - ^ + ^Ti- + V(r)> re(0,oo) (2)

has significantly been enhanced via the concept of supersymmetry [1] and due to the

inverse scattering techniques [2]. Up to exceptions related to discontinuities [3] or

strong singularities [4] in V(r), the essence of the solvability of H is often reducible to

a special-function (e.g., hypergeometric or confluent hypergeometric, [5]) expansion,

nevertheless. Also the various "next-to-solvable" analytic potentials

^(r) = Ef ln r 2 n , T < o o (3)
n=0

remain tractable via an appropriate power-series generalization

M = £ <*. ln>> N > i (4)

of the exact solutions [6]. Typically, expansions (4) employ elementary components

( r | n )= r 2 n + m e - / ( r ) , n = 0,l , . . . (5)

with an n-independent auxiliary polynomial f(r) > 0. Due to a non-orthogonality of

the separate Hilbert-space elements \n) € 1/2(0, oo), the sum \xp) need not necessarily

remain normalizable in the limit N —> oo of course. The necessary physical "quan-

tization of energies" must then proceed via an imposition of boundary condition

(rooM = 0, roo > 1 (6)

which postulates an asymptotic nodal zero at a very large distance. Fortunately, one

is often permitted to replace condition (6) by its algebraic, discrete equivalent

c N + 1 =0, JV-+00. (7)



In the related extensive literature [7], the proof and use of the algebraic quantization

condition (7) is usually referred to as a "Hill-determinant" method. The assumption

of its validity (as recently proved for all the truncated analytic V(r)'s (3) with finite

T's and "optimal" |n)'s, [8]) will be accepted as a starting point of our forthcoming

considerations.

In a different range of applications oriented towards a simultaneous analysis of

the whole families of Hamiltonians (2),

H = H(\) = Ho + XHy + X2H2 + . . . , A e (- |Am a i | , |AmaI |), (8)

perturbation theory is usually recalled. Its algorithms are almost exclusively encoun-

tered as using the carefully orthogonalized expansions (4) with re-arranged compo-

nents,

\n) -> |On>, {On\Om) = <Snm. (9)

Although, in a less analytic and more numerical setting, this additional requirement

of orthogonality endowes Ansatz (4) with variational features and improves the purely

numerical efficiency [9], the remnants of analogy with special functions become lost

completely. Hence, the widespread preference of orthogonalization (9) does not

seem fully deserved. In the present paper, we intend to return to the less common

choice of the non-orthogonalized Ansatze (4), therefore. The maximally elementary

character of its components of the type (5) may be expected to induce significant

simplifications in the standard perturbation series.

Our forthcoming constructive verification of this expectation will be organized as

follows. In the preparatory Section 2, we shall recall the basic features of the common

textbook Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) formalism which uses the orthogonalized bases

[10]. We shall underline its main technical shortcoming, viz., a need of a diagonal

(or at least sparse) zero-order Hamiltonian matrix Ho- Via analogy, we then show

that the simpler though non-orthogonal power-law |n)'s may modify the textbook RS

prescription thoroughly. In the "Hill-determinant" language, we convert it into an

unorthodox, unexpectedly transparent and fully elementary recipe. Its description,

a core of our message, will be given in Section 3. Section 4 is a summary.



2 The standard RS perturbation theory

The family of Schrodinger equations for bound states with Hamiltonians (8),

H(X) |V(A)> = E(X) |V(A)>

may be represented, via the well known pair of RS Ansatze

E = E(X) = E0 + \Ei + X2E2 + . . . ,

l</>) = IV'(A)) = \rp0) + X |V , ) + A2|</>2> + ...,

by an infinite hierarchy of its independent O(Xk) components,

{Ho - EQ) |V>o) = 0, * = 0, (10)

(Ho-Eo) \i>k) + {Hl-El) \j>k.l) + ... + (Hk-Ek) | ^ > = 0 , k = 1 , 2 , . . . .

At all the "perturbation levels" k > 0, the latter equations remain ambiguous and

admit the most common orthogonal-basis choice of normalization,

|Vo) = |<?o), <Vb|tfi>=0, <ifohk>=0, ( V o l ^ ^ O , . . . . (11)

In the generic non-degenerate case, this leads to the standard RS algorithm. In terms

of a one-dimensional model-space projector P — |C*0) (O0|, the whole n > 0 hierarchy

(10) splits into a sequence of its P-projections,

E, = <Oo|^|Oo>,

E2 = {OQ\HMx) + (O*\Hx\O0), (12)

and complementary ^-projections with Q = 1 — P,

(E0-QH0Q)\^l) = QHl\O0),

(Eo - QH0Q) |0j> = Q(H, - Ex)Q |V.) + QH2\O0), (13)

The former set just expresses energies as certain abbreviations (matrix elements).

The latter set is more complicated. Via an inversion of the infinite-dimensional



(and, only by assumption, regular) matrix (Eo — QHQQ) into the RS "unperturbed

propagator" RQ = 1/{EO — QH0Q) it defines wavefunctions \ipk) in a recurrent way.

An enormous number of applications of the resulting RS formulae exists - our

paper [11] offers a short review of (a still small fragment of) the related literature.

People are usually forced to assume a diagonality (i.e., a trivial invertibility) or at

most tridiagonality (i.e., an invertibility in terms of continued fractions, [12]) of the

whole (^-projected unperturbed Hamiltonian matrix. Still, in the majority of appli-

cations, this unnatural invertibility restriction represents one of the most unpleasant

computational obstacles and methodical challenges. From time to time, it even in-

spires a "revolt" - people returning to the immediate numerical (i.e., coordinate)

representation of wavefunctions which makes the explicit use of propagators RQ re-

dundant [13]. Implicitly, the latter observation has also encouraged and inspired our

forthcoming study and proposal.

3 The novel RS perturbation theory with trian-

gular unperturbed propagators

The action of Hamiltonian (2) -f (3) on a particular element \n) (e.g., (5)) of the

Hilbert space L2(0,oo) is strongly dependent on our choice of the polynomial f(r).

For illustration, let us pick up / ( r ) = or 2 + ar*, the choice inspired by Hautot [9].

This enables us to write down

| )|n) = (2n + e)(2n + t+l) | n - l > - (14)
ar*

~2u {An + 2£ + 3) \n) + 4 [u2 - a(4n + 2£ + 3)] |n + 1) + 16au \n + 2) + 16<72|n + 3)

in an explicit manner. Generalizations of this formula are straightforward [8, 9]. In

the next step, contemplating a phenomenological potential V[r) in its Taylor-series

approximation (3), we may notice that, simply,

m = - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . . (15)



Mutatis mutandis, each choice of the non-orthogonalized basis \n) enables us to write,

with the knowledge of coefficients gn in (3), the general explicit formula

(Ho - Eo)

II)
12)
13)

Ao

Bo

0

0

A2

B2

/ | o > x

Due to the rules of the type (14) and (15), the array of coefficients %mn will always

exhibit the same "upper-Hessenberg" [14] sparse matrix structure with /Hmn = 0 at

all m > n +1. In the same notation, we may write infinite expansion (4) as a formal

product of vectors,

(\0)\

|1)

12)

v ••• /
admitting that the resulting sum \ip) may belong to a broader space than L2(0, oo)

[9]. This leaves the action of the operator Ho — Eo upon an arbitrary perturbation

correction | ^ ) well understood and transparent,

( Ao dp d2
2)

Bo Ax dp

0 Bx A2

0 0 B 2

|0>

|1>

\ • • •

For the sake of clarity, the less relevant index k has been moved up into a bracketed

superscript on the right hand side.



3.1 The zero-order problem and Hill determinants

The zero-order problem (Ho — EQ) |I/>O) = 0 may be re-written now as a homogeneous

algebraic equation,

R

0
0.

Its nontrivial solutions acquire the well known compact form

Jo] co det"W<»} n - 0 1

with finite matrices

(16)

n{n]

AQ U J . . . O n _ !

t>o A\ . . . C/n_!

. 0 B j . . . Ci"_"!3)

0 0

They exist at an arbitrary energy EQ but, in a way paralleling the special-function

constructions, we must complement them by the independent "quasi-nodal" bound-

ary condition (7). Needless to repeat, we must also re-confirm its rigorous validity

in the zero-order case, say, by the technique of ref. [8],

Jo]
cN+l

0, N > 1 . (17)

The correct physical energies then emerge in the limit N —> oo. Within some pre-

determined "error bars" and in all the finite-precision calculations, we may keep a

sufficiently large truncation TV fixed, finite and, admissibly, order-dependent, TV =

N^ < oo. It is worth noticing that the resulting truncated boundary condition

remains compatible with the "non-termination" phenomenon

joj UL n joj / n
cN+2 T u> c/V+3 r1 u i • • • •

(18)



It occurs for a large majority of potentials. The "more satisfactory" but extremely

exceptional "strict termination" rule

[o]
CJV+2 n r[0] - (19)

may only be satisfied for very few (so called quasi-solvable) potentials [15]. In the

closest parallel to the ordinary boundary condition (6) and to the related numerically

integrated constructions of refs. [13], it is a pleasant fact of life that we may ignore

here the difference between the "trans-asymptotic" eqs. (18) and (19) as irrelevant.

Computationally, we may also combine eqs. (16) and (17) to give

\

det

A rw

Bo Ax

0 Bx

0

C•(N-T)
N

AN

0, N oo

i.e., to reduce the determination of energies £o to the more common solution of the

zero-order Hill-determinant secular equation.

3.2 An explicit form of the higher-order corrections

At a fixed perturbation order k > 1, the general RS definition (10) of the corrections

\xpk) and Ek, namely, equation

(Ho-Eo) |

contains just the sum of expressions

(20)

B.U)

... J



where j' — 0 , 1 , . . . , k and m ~ k — j and where all the "old" or "known" terms were

collected in

\Tk-\) — \c0
jT){k-l]
c

'lop
II)
12)

V ••• /
We arrive at the most important technicality, replacing the standard RS orthogonal-

ity (11) by its re-normalization

r[0] ^ 0 [11 „ [21 _ [31 _ _ ft
c0 T= u, c0 — c0 — C0 — . . . — u. (21)

It will prove more adequate for our present purposes - in a way parallelling the

P— and Q—projections as introduced in Section 2, it will enable us to eliminate,

effectively, the energies Ek via a split of

(22)

with, at each perturbation order k > 1,

11)

12)

\ • • •

2 , • • •) X

12)

v . . .

Indeed, as an immediate consequence of eq. (22), we may decouple eq. (20) into an

£*-independent pair

(Ho - £b) \4P)) = lito)

(Ho - fib) \4Q)) - |T*_I>

i.e., in our explicit matrix notation, into a doublet

C(
2

xm

\o)0 B{

0 0 BlQ] \c0 i
M
c



and

f B{0) A{0)

QW J
l . C2

\o)0 B{

0 0
(24)

of the separate linear sets of algebraic equations which parallel the above orthogonally

projected eqs. (12) and (13). Step-by-step, they define all the "new" left-hand-side

coefficients cJ/^M of the quasi-P and quasi-Q components (22) of \ipk), respectively.

3.2.1 Unperturbed propagators

It is amusing to notice that the former, P-type equation (23) is /c-independent,

(P)[oj
°2

JP)
c

and that, in both cases, explicit solutions are obtainable via closed formulae. In-

deed, the non-numerical inversion of a triangular matrix follows immediately from

its definition
{0}

\Q)0 B\

o o B 9
{ 0 }

{0}*

T

I •

which implies

>{o}* . 7 = 0 , 1 , . . .

9 — 1 2

det
A0

r~, 7 = 2 , 3 , . . .

(and so on). The finite Hessenberg matrices and Hill determinants re-appear once

more, unexpectedly. This is a welcome byproduct and another merit of our construc-

tion.



3.2.2 Energies

The asymptotic boundary condition (7) must hold not only in the zero-order special

case (cf. eq. (17)) but in all the perturbation orders k. Re-written in the form

J*l
cN+l

it implies, immediately, the explicit definition of the (up to now, unknown) energy

Ek = -f^-, N » 1. (25)
cN+\

This astonishing formula is our final and most important result. Its numerical tests

are under preparation. A priori, we may expect good results: In comparison with

the older version of the perturbative Hill-determinant method as described, e.g., in

ref. [16], no auxiliary array of continued fractions (i.e., basically, a "generalized

unperturbed spectrum" of the modified RS formalism as described, e.g., in ref. [12])

is needed here.

4 Summary and outlook

A new realization of the quantum mechanical perturbation theory was proposed. Its

basic ideas are:

• A conversion of differential equations into recurrences in each order of pertur-

bation, via a power-law "basis" \n) which stays non-orthogonalized.

• An order-by-order transformation of the standard physical boundary conditions

into their simpler algebraic "Hill-determinant" realization.

• The use of a nonstandard normalization.

The main merits of our new RS-type formalism are as follows.

• The zero-order "Hill-determinant" formulae for wavefunctions enable us to start

from an arbitrary analytic zero-order potential. Such a flexibility is highly

welcome. An "optimal" V0(r) could be an a priori guarantee of convergence of

the whole perturbation series.

10



• The evaluation of separate energy corrections proceeds in a partial analogy

with the usual model-space projection technique but we define their values Ek

more directly, as a simple N —• oo limit (25).

• In contrast to the textbook prescriptions with orthogonal |n)'s, our "non-RS"

normalization makes the unperturbed propagators triangular. As a conse-

quence, the non-numerical recurrent evaluation of the separate wavefunction

corrections | ^ ) , k — 1, 2 , . . . remains elementary.

We may summarize:

• In a way generalizing the exact special-function solutions, our construction is

rooted in the Hill-determinant method. There, the explicit use of the non-

orthogonalized basis opened an interesting mathematical problem since the

lack of variational principles may lead, ocasionally, to an unpleasant failure of

intuition [17] and, in general, to spuriosities attributable to a certain random

degeneracy of Hessenberg matrices. Fortunately, this phenomenon may easily

be kept under control [9, 18],

• A new positive aspect of the same "next-to-elementary" simplicity of our matrix

representation of Hamiltonians has been revealed here via a new normalization.

A thorough improvement of our old version of the Hill-determinant perturba-

tion method as described in ref. [16] has been achieved in this way.

• With the closed "Hill-determinant" formulae applicable also to the perturbed

wavefunctions, our construction seems further reducible to a mere perturbative

determination of energies. The direct realization of such a programme seems

prohibitively complicated (cf. a part of summary in ref. [16] for illustration),

but its implicit presence may be traced here in a weaker form: In a way, our

new formalism also contains the recurrent specification of |V'/t)'s just as an

auxiliary, intermediate stage of development.

• The further methodical development of our present RS-type non-orthogonalized

perturbation scheme should be complemented by its detailed numerical tests

11



and applications in the near future. This is an interesting perspective and a

challenge: In the light of the preceding comment, our extraction of energies Ek

from asymptotics of wavefunctions \ipk) reverses the current RS computational

"energy first" strategy.

12
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ZnojiîM. E5-96-260
The Hilî-Determinant Perturbation Theory
with Triangular Propagators

A new version of the Rayleigh—Schrodinger perturbation prescription
is proposed. Its main formal feature lies m an unusual choice of the model space
and unperturbed HQ and in a resulting lower-triangular matrix structure of its

propagators. Within the framework of the so-called Hili-determinant method,
an admissibility of any incompletely solvable zero-order Hamiltonian is achieved
m this way. As a consequence» the range of practical applicability of our new
perturbative formalism may be expected to incorporate many new phenomenologica!
interactions with a strongly anharmonic character.

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory
of Theoretical Physics, JINR.

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, Î996

j Зноил M E5-96-260
Теория возмущений с треугольными пропапггорами
% рамках метода определители Хилла

1 Предложена новая версия теории юзмущений Рэллея — Шредингера.
| Ее основной формальной чертой является необычный выбор модельного про-
I етранствй и невозмущенного гамильтониана H0f a также соответствующая им
t

матричная (именно, нижне-треугалызая) структура ее пропагаторов. В нулевом
приближении достигнута, в рамках метода т.н. определителей Хклла, до-
пустимость любого частично разрешимого недиагонапьного шми^пьтониана HQ,

Вследствие этого можно ожидать, что практическое применение нового форма-
лизма теории возмущений включит много новых феноменологических взаимо-
действий сильно ангармоническою характера.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголю-
бова ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института ядерный исследований. Дубна, 1996
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